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DRAG AND PROPULSIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF AIR-COOLED ENGINE-NACELLE
INSTALLATIONS FOR L4RGE AIRPLANES

By Am SILVEESTEINand HXBBIIET A. WIISON, h.

SUMMARY

An investigation is in progress in the h?ACA @i!-scale
wind tunrwl to dktermine the drag and the propukioe
e$kienqt of nacelle-propehr arrangernentcjiw a large
range ofnacelle m“ae. In cmtrad with the usual i%ti
unlh a tingle nacelle, the~e w were conducted with
nacelk-propelkr inctafla$ioncon a large model of a four-
engine airplane. Data are presented on & $rst part
of the ince8tigation, cowm”ng8e.rennacelle arrangemem%
with nadfe diamekr8 jrom 0.63 to 1.6 time8 the mung
thtikne88. %ae ratio8 are sh~ar to those ~“ng on
aiqdanes weighingfiorn &d iO to lW tone.

T%ere$uh%8howthe drag, the pPopuhiw e~ney, and
the owwdl eficiency of h zwiow nacelle arrangement
a8 functwnc of i!h nacelle &*, the propeUer po8M0n,
and the ai.rp[mu lifi coefficient. The e~ect of the naceUe8

on the aerodynamiccharadericiicc of the modelh 8h4mnfor

both propelkr-rernowd andpropeller-operating condith.c.

INTRODUCTION

The trend toward increasing airplane size unaccom-
panied by a corresponding increase in the diameter
of air-cooled engines hm led to designs in which the
engine-nacelle diameter is equal to, or even km then,
the wing thickness. In contrast, the engine-naceIIe
diameter for smalI high-performance airplanes is from
four to five times the wing thiclmess. Data on nacelle
inatdations are avaiIabIe chiefly in the range of the
ratio of naceIIe diameter to wing thiclmess from 1.5 to
2.0. In order to investigate more completely the
entire range,. tests are beii conducted in the NACA
full-sale wind tunneI for ratios of nacelle diameter to
wing thicknea9 wqing from 0.53 to 4.0. This paper
presents the results obtained for the smaUer nadles
with diameters mrying from 0.53 to 1.5 times the
wing tbicluwss.

In contrast with the usual tests of a singIe naceHe,

this investigation has” been made with four nacelles on
a midwing monoplane model simulating a modern four-
engine airplane. By this method not only was the
drag measured with greater certainty, but the effects
of the naceIles and the propeller slipstream on the air-
plane characteristics were ah determined. Nacelles
of three diameters were tested, each for saved positions

of the propeller ahead of the wing Ieading edge.
four-emzine modeI with the nacelles of different

.

The.. . . .
size

may b; considered to repment airplanes of diEerent .-
size; tie modeI with the hugest naceIIe may simulate
a 20-ton airpIane, and the model with the smallest
naceIJe may simulate one of 100 tons.
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angIe of attack of fu.sdage refarence axis rela-
tive to wind axis, degrees

free-stream dynamic pressure, pounds per
square foot

wing area, square feet
mean chord of wing (area/span), feet .
maximum wing thickness (average for two

lateraI nacelIe locations), feeb
p“mpeller diameter; feet
*mu nacelle diameter, feet
maximum - cross-sectional area of nacele,

square feet
airapeed, feet per second
lift, pounds
drag, pounds
power-off drag of rnode~ with engine-nacelle

“instdation, pounds
pitching moment, foot-pounds
Iift coefficient (L/@’)
drag coefficient (D/qS”)

.—

(Subscript w refem to powerdf drag of
model with barewing; subscript c, to power-off
drag of model with engine-nacelle inctallatwn.)

drag coefficient for singIe nacelle ba&cd on
maximum qoss-sectiond &rea (AcDfl/4F)

pitching-moment cgdlicient (M/@S)
resultant force of propeIler-naceIle-vring

combination, pounds
thrust of propellers operating in front of body

(tension in propeller shafts), pounds
increase in drag of body due to action of

propeIIers, pounds
effective thrust of propeller-nacelle installation
index thrust
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power input to all propellers

propulsive efficiency
[(T-Yl

over-all efficiency [~(C~W/C~C)] ‘

()g~o
imlex thrust coefficient qsv
index efficiency (Vat C~=O.25) ““
propeller speed, revolutions per second .
propeller blade angle at 0.75 radius, degrees
flap deflection from closed position, ‘degrees

MODEL AND TEST EQUIPMENT

The tests were conducted in the NACA full-tale
wind tunnel, which is deamibed in reference 1. The
model is a metal-covered midwing monoplane with
a span of 37.25 feet. The symmetrical wing sections
are tapered in thiclmess from the NACA”0018 at-the

root to the NACA 0.010 at the tip. The wing plan
form tapers 4:1 from a root chord of 7.28 feet, and the
wing area is 172 square feet. Split trailing+dge flaps
with an average chord of O.15C extend over the
middle 60 percent of the span with the exception of
a short gap at the fuselaga. The angle of wing setting
to the fuselage reference line is 4.6°. The principal
dimensions of the model and the nacelle for each of
the hit arrangements are shown in fr,gure 1. Figures
2 to 5 show the model installed in the fuU-scale tunneL

A summary of the nacelle installations investigated
is shown in table I.

TABLE I

-T= $%,1% [~w,,g&

1. . . . . . . . ~ Bare.wlymm odel, ~ oowling
a . . . . . . 0.40C
‘A.,.___ 20 1.60 39 .26s
3a. . . ..-. 10.4 .7a a .&
WJ . . . . . . 10.4 .78 90 .S!4
4n. . . . . . . 7 .b3 !24 .441
4b . . . . . . 7 .63 24 .2M
40. . . . . . . 7 .58 2’- . 13s

1 t , 1

Flgnre
Showing
detde

2
1 (c)
6

~~

a
.-

1 ‘Thickllee3t. i9 the BVsryeofwfngthfk c neesw at the nscellc locations.
! Chord c h tne heal chor at mob propeller location.

Four three-blade metal propellers of 39-inch diameter
were used for the tests with the nacelles 20 and 10.4
inches in diameter. Blade dimensions and sections for
the propeller are given in figure 6. Foyr two-blade
metsd propellem of 24-inch diametar and Bureau of
Aeronautics Drawing No. 4412 were used for the tests
with the 7-inch nacelIes. The propellers were driven
through extension shafts by 25-horsepower alternating-
current motors enclosed within the wing. The speed
of the propellers was regulated by varying the fre-
quency of the motor-current supply and was measured
with an electric tachometer. The propeller torques
were determined from an electric cdibmtion of the
motors.

/ a, c &45’ ckuve

(4 ~ L? of rmt chwd

\ a- ‘“”””
. . ..,

,m.

P
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Fkxizcdol tail
Creq R?Sqft 7.di5is2T
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(a) The 7-inch namIle% DN/L=O.M.
(b) The 10.4-lnohne.wiles; DN/&-O.7&
(o) The Wnoh nacelles; Du/f.-M.

Fmwm l.–Dfagmm ofmodd howlng a%~mcnts O(the nacelles.
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PEmBz2.-k9tam.tlmOfmodelWltmutmeenPsInthe24.icAIwl-edewind
tunnel.

I

FIGURE3.—Instalhtbnd modelwith74nehnacdk andO.ISCm@ler laeatkin
theNACA faU+zaIe wind tunnel.

FtmmE 5.—InstdMa u d madefwtth 2.Mneh -k and O.Z& E’0F41& bcatkm h

I

the NACA NI+ wind tnnne!. .

FI!xI*6.-BIade dheneions for three-blade model w@Ers. Ml IIrIear dkuensians uivm fn tncl.ws.
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Figure 7 is a diagram of a representative cowling-
nacelle installation, with the dimensions for the cowling
given as fractions of the cowling diameter, The cowling
was geometrically similar to the one designated c~wling
C jn reference 2. Perforated metal plates were used to
furnish a resistance similar to that of a well-baffled
engine. The number of holes in the plates was adjusted
to give. n value of conductivity K (reference 3) of
approximately 0.10. ” The exit slot of the cowling was
proportioned to provide a pressure drop across the
engine of 0.36q, corresponding to sufficient cooling for
flight at 200 miles per hour. It is assumed that cowling
flaps or other adjustments wiU be prcvided for difTerent
flight conditions. Smooth fairing of the nacelles into

FIGUIU 7.–Dfmensfons of mdlng and cowlhg am.ngement.
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the wing was provided by small fillets at the junctures
of the wing and the naceIles (@a. 3, 4, and 5). In
order to change the propeller. position from 0.25c to
0.40c, the nacelle was extended by inserting a cylindrical
section at A (fig. 7). For the tests with no coohng @r,
the perforations in the metaI plates were sealed. The
7-inch nacelles were not provided with perforated plates
and cooling-air passages because E preliminary analysis
indicated the effects of the coding-air flow to be
immeasurable.

TESTS

With the propellem removed from the model, meas-
uremen~ of aerodynamic forces and pitching moment
were made at an airspeed of about 60 miles per hour for
all the nacdte ustallatims over an angle-of-attack range
from zero lift through the stxdl. Swde effect on the
drag at low,lift coefficients was also mewwred over a.
range of airspeeds from 30 to 100 miles per hour.

With the propellers operating, propulsive character
tics of the nacelle-prope~er installations were detm?nined
for the attitude in which the thrust axes were paralkd to

the relntive wind and for lift coefficients

those for high-speed and climbing flight.

apprcximn[ing

In addition h

the usual u-rod-pamic forces an~ p~ching moment, tho

povrer+n measurements included the power input to tha

propellers and the propeller speed. In the propellm
tests the torque was held constant and the tunnel air- -
speed was increased in steps frcm 30 to 10fl miles per
hour; the propeller speed was then reduced until mro
thrust was reached. The effect of the propeller operation
upon the hft and the pitching moment was determined
at a tunnel speed of approximately 60 miles per hour
for several thrust conditions and with the propollem

freewheeling.

The conductivity of the perforated cowling plate

and the air flow through the mwling were determined ,

from measurement of the pressure drop across tho

plate and of the dynamic and tho staticpressures at

the cowling exit.

PROPELLER-EEMOVED CHARACTERISTICS

Tha aerodynamic characteristics of tho four-engino
mtidel with the propellem removed are shown in f~urea 8
to 15 for the various arrrmgemenk tested, Three datu
were obtained at a tunnel airspeed of about 60 miles
per hour, which correapomls to a Rcynokls number of
2,500,000 based on the average wing chord of 4.62 feet.
The coe5cients are baaed on a wing area of 172 Bquare
feet and are corrected for wind-tunnel eflccta. Pltcbing-
moment coefficients are computed about a ccntir of
gravity located as shown in figure 1. The bfa were
made with cooling air flowing through the cowling

corresponding to that required forhigh+peed flight,

Drag,-Scale effects on the. airplane. drag codl’’cicnts
for the nacelle m-rangemente tested are shown in figure
16 at the assumed high+peed lift coefficient of 0,25.
Reference curves showing the scale effects on the model
without nacelles me given in figure 17 for values of
C. frcm-O.2 to 0.7.

At low Iift coefficients, the curves of figures IQ and
17 show the negative-slope characteristic of plots of
skin-friction drag coefficient against Reynolds number. ,
At high lift coefficients, where the skin friction is
only a small part of the totnl drag, tho drag cccfllcient
is about the same over the range of airapcwds test.ml.
This remit, which is also rcpresenttitive of the varkm
cowling installations, is shown in figure 17 for UIO
bare-wing model. Particularly intereating is the ftict
that the increment of drag due to tlm nacelle installa-
tions is wwentially independent of the test speed.

The increments of the airplane drag coefficient Ac.
due to the presence of four nacelles are plotted against
tie ratio of the nacelle diame~ to the wing thickness
in figure 18. These increments are given for several
lift coefEcients, both with air flowing through tho
cowling (fig. 18 (a)) and with the cowling closed (fig,
18 (b)). The vahm were taken from the scalo-efkct
curves (fig. 16) at”a test speed of 100 miles per hour.
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If the nacelle drag incrermmts for the caw of no air
low and with m air flow sticient for coding@ high-
~peed flight ~ compared, it is seen that the eflect of the
ti flow on the drag coefficient is slight. This result
MS been noted in pretius invmtigations @ which the
~ooling-air flow was prope@y regulated (reference 4)
&t high lift coef5cients the drag - reduced k some.
tares by th6 air flowing through the cowling.

Ih order h demonstrate the magnitude of the ~m~e
hag for airpbnw of diflerent aim, it will be assumed
bat the drag coefficient of an efHcient airplane without
macelles is 0.0150 at a high+peed lift coefficient of 0.15.
For a 75-ton airpkme in which the ratios of ll#w may

be about 0.6, the increment of drag Codicient due to
[our nacelles with propellers at the 0.25G Iocation
(fig. 18 (a)) is 0.0005. Further, if a six-engine instal-
[at.ion for an airplane of this size is assumed, the drag
codicient of the nacelles is 0.00075, or 5 percent
Df the total airplane drag.

For another typical d@gn of a 20-tcm four-engine
bplane, the ratio of D& maybe 1.5 with the result
that Afl~=O.0036 at G+O.15. In this case, the drag
of the naceha is 24 percent of the total airplane drag.
The relatively great adverse effect of the huge nacelIes
on the smalI airplane is cletdy demonstrated.
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The drag increments AC~ of figure 18 are presented
in fig~e 19 in the form C+, which is the drag cod%cient

for a single nafde baaed OD the maximum cross.

sectional area of the nacelle, The curves of @guy 19 are
of particular interest iD pointing out the relatively large
nacelle drag coefficients of the small nacelles at high
lift cuefhienta and the low drag of the short nacelles at
low lift coefficients.

It is believed that the prediction of nacelle drag over
the range of nacelle ti tested can be made with con-
siderable accuracy by reference b figure 19.

Lift,-The addition of nacelles to the airplane tends
to increase slightly the slope of the Iift curva and the
increase ia about proportional to the nacelle size
(figs. 8 to 15). The lift-curve slope was increased about
2X percent by the- four 20-inch nacelles. The high
lift is attributed to the increwwl area added by the
nacelles and is consistent with results of previous in-
vestigations. The angle of zero lift was also slightly
changed by the nacelles; the difference was about 0.2°
for the 20-inch nacelles.

The maximum lift coefficient of the airplane with
cooling air flowing through the cowling varied with the
nacelle installation, M shown in table II.

TABLE H

VALUES OF MAXIhfUM LIFT COEFFICIENT

L 31 ..i.ti..”
L39
LS5 isa
LW 1.81
L87 :7J
1.30
1.!al i&5
L 17 L@)

.. . . .. ...

In a comparison of the maximum lift coefficients.
the model with the small nacelles haa slightly higher
values and the model with the large nacelles has
considerably Iower values than the model without
nacelles. The large decreaeeg in maximum lift coefE-
cient for the installations with nacdle diameters larger
than the wing thickne~ & attributed to dfierent
pressure distributions over the upper surface of the
nacelle and the adjacent wing surface. Tuft observa-
tions (ilg. 20) on the upper surface of the airfoil near
the rear of the large nacelles at high lift coefficients
show the flow spreading out laterally on both sides of
the nacelle. This result indicates a higher pressure on
the nacdle than on the adjacent wing .surface owing to
the exptmsiou of the air behind the maximum nacelle
section.

The lateral motion of the air in the region of adverse
pressure gradient on the wing has a strong destabilizing
effect and causes breakdown of the flow. In the case
of the cowling with DN/tW=,1.5, the mstiu.m fift
coefficient was decrmsed about 8 percent. For an un-
pubhshed case of a cowling installation with LIN/iw= 3.7,

the masimum lift coefficient was decreased 16.5
percent. In case the nacelle diameter is about cqwd
to or law than the wing thicknas, the nacelle does not
extend into the region cd adveme pressure gradient on
the wing and there is no large taper to the nacelle with
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the attendant adverse pressure gradient. The slight
increase in maximum lift coefficient shown by the d
nacdles is attributed to the increased surface area of the
wing-naceIIe combination.

Zift-drag ratio .-hasmuch as the range of an airplane
is about proportional to the value of the ma-ximnn
lift+rag ratio, the large reductions in the value of
maximum lift-drag ratio caused by even the smallest
nacelles should be pointed out. In comparison with
the assumed case of an airplane without naceIIes, the
smahet naceIIe instshtion (QJtw = 0.53)- reduced the
value of rna.timum Iift-dmg ratio by about 14 percent
(~. 21); whereas the large nacelIes reduced it by about
25 percent. The results of figure 21 substantiate those
of figure 19.in showing that the small nacell~ contribute

.

F’ruuEEZO.-AfI Eow owf npfm’ smfe.ceC4 wtogand mmIfe. TIM 2fbin& n?wellq
0J6c p@ler Math; G IF.

considerably more drag at the high than at the low
iift coefficients. The Iift coefficient for the maximum
lift-drag ratio for the model is about 0.55.

Pitching rnoment.-The Imge rmcelks have a marked
,destabilizing effect on the aiqiane. This r=ult is

t shown in figure 22 in vrbich the slopes of curves of the
pitching-moment coetlkient are plotted against nacelle
size. The slopes showq in figure 22 were taken over

“the straight portions of the pitch~-moment curves
between a= –5” and 5°. ‘The decreased stability is
indicated by the low mdues of the negative slope.
The slope of the pitching-moment curve is decreased by
the naceI.Ies even more markedly at high than at low
angles of attack, as shown by the sIopes in figures 8

and 9 between LY=80 and 12°. The decrease of the

slope of the pitching-moment curve is attributed to a

forward movement of the aerodynamic center of the

wing due to the addition of the nacelIe surface ‘ahead

of the leading edge.

This reasoning is substantiated by figure 22 in which.

it may be noted that the longer nacelles show greater

destabilizing efkcts. At the high angles of attack, the

resultant force cm the coding contributes a large
positive moment. UnlMS this effect is taken into
consideration in the taiI-pIane design, it may lead to
instability.

PROPULSIVE AND OVEE-ALL EFFICIENCIES

The naceIIe drag coefficients alone are an inauflicient

basis for comparison of the various naceIIe-propeIIer
.
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in9talIations.The installations are more -properly

compared by an over-aU efficiencythat includes the

uace&drag increment mea..ured with the propel-

[era removed as well as by the propukive e.fEciency.

This over-alI efficiency ql is de-fined as the ratio of the
towline ~wer required for the- bare-wing model
(without naceIles) at a given leveI-flight speed to the
Bctual power input required at this speed by the model
with the nacelIe-propelIer ins~aIlations. In this method
the over-all efficiency of the bare-wing mod~ is, 100
percent and, for a naceIIe-propeller installation, is
&lll by

%=N%JGJ

The propulsive efficiency q is the ratio of the effective
thrust power to the power input and maybe calculated
Erom the relation

(~–A~)v
‘= ~

.
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The value of the effective thrust T–AD may be
computed from the wind-tunnel data by means of the
relation

t T–AD=DC+R

in which D. and R are the observed readings on the
drag scale for propeller-removed and propeller-operating
conditions, respectively.

For tests without a lifting surface behind the pro-
peller, 2’– AD may be calcuhted from measurement
of D. and R obttiined at the same angle of attack+ancl
dynamic pressure. When the flow over a lifting surface
is influenced by the propeller, the changes in lift as
well as in drag should be credited to or charged against
the p~peller. The change in lif~ has been allowed for
in these results by making measurements of D, and R
at the same lift coefficient instead of at the same angle

of attack.
PROPUMIVE EFFICIENCIES

Data have been obtained to show the effect on the
propulsive efficiency of variations in the following:

1. l?ropdler blade m@e
2. Nacelle diameter
3. Propeller location
4. Air flowing through cowling
5. Lift coficient

Propeller blade angle, —The results obtained with the
39-inch-diameter three-blade propellers (figs. 23 to 26)
are consistent in indicating that. the maximum propul-
sive efficiency occurs at a blade angle B of about 300.
The envelopes of the efficiency curves are flat, however,
and variation in 8 of *8!’ from the optimum causes
only slight reductions in maximum propulsive efficiency.
The two-blade propeller used with the small nacelles
also shows maximum propulsive efficiency at L3=30°
(tlgs. 27 to 29). The envelopes are not fla~and slight
variations from the optimum blade angle lead to sub-
stantial decreases in maximum propulsive efhciency.

From analysis of figur& 23 to 29, it may be concluded
that the blade angle for maximum propulsive efficiency
is not ~atly tiected by the ~ocation of the propeller
with reference to the wing or by the diameter of the
nacelle behind the propeller.

Nacelle diameter.—The effect of variation in the
nacelle diameter on_the. rn@rnurn propulsive efficiency
is shown by a comparison of figures 23 and 24 with
figures 25 and 26. For each propeller location, the
smaller of the two nacelles. shows a slightly lower pro-
puhiive efficiency than the larger one. l’his difference,
however, does not exceed 1 percent, which is about the
limit of the experimental accuracy. The results of
these teds indicate, in the usual range, that the pro-
pulsive efficiency is almost independent of the ratio of
the propeller to the cowling diameter. It should be
noted that the value of zero propulsive efficiency—
that is, zero effective thrust-occum at higher valuea of
V/n.Dfor the large nacelle than for the small one.

., .-.

Propeller location,.— The variation of tho propulsive
etliciency with propeller- location for the three-blade
propeller installations is shown by a comparison of
figures 23 and 25 with figures 24 and 26. The propdk
on the 20-inch nacelles (D~/t~ = 1.5) shows about thr
same maximum propulsive efficiency with the propdlvr
located in either tho 0.40c or the 0.25c position. The
installationwith the 10.4-inch nacelles (DH/tW= 0.78)
shows a slightly higher maximum propulsive efficiency
with the propeller in the 0,25c position than in the 0,40c -
position, but the ciifferenc.cs arc only slightly greater
than the limits of experimental accuracy.

The two-blade propeller on the 7-inch-diameter
nacelle installation was tested 0.40c, 0.25c, and 0, 13c
ahead of the wing leading edge. The results (figs. 27
ta 29) show the 0.25c location ta bc the most favorable,
with the propulsive eiliciency 2 percent higher than for
the 0.40c location and 3.5 percent higher than for the
0.13c Iocation. The results are of interest in demon-
strating that, although from structural considerations
it may be desirable on Iargc airplanes to place tho pro-
peller close to the wing leading edge, the position is
aerodynamically undesirable,

Air flowing through cowling.—The effect on the pro-
pulsive efficiency of air flowing through the cowling
corresponding to that required for cooling at high-epccd -
flight i? shown by comparison of figures 23 to 26 with
figure930 to 33. The 10.4-inch nacelles show the same
mmimum propulsive efficiencies with and without air
lowing through the cowling. The largo nacelks rather
:onsi@ently show maximum propulsive efficiencies
ibout 1 percent higher for the closed cowlings than for
;he open ones. .

These results indicat~ that the propulsive efhciencics
neasured on nacelle installation with no air flowing
hrough the cowling are sufficiently accurate for
medicting the values that will be obtaine~ with correct
:ooling flow. Other nacelle tests with excessive cooling
fir and poorly designed cowling outleti do not sub-
stantiate this conclusion.

Lift ooefilcient.-The variations in the .propulsivo’ I
ficienci~ with airplane lift coefficient are S11OWI in
~m’es 34 to 37. ‘l?he results are shown for 4?=23?4”,
tvhich was chosefi as an average flight propeller blade- ““
mgle setting for the range of lift coefficients tested. In
:ach case, the maximum propuld vc efficiency was
)btained at (7L=0.70 and the lowest at CL= 0.25, with
m average difference between them of about 4 percent.
l?he high efficiency at CL=().70 is due to the favorablo
~ffect of the propeller slipstream in decreasing the
nterference between the nacelle ml the wing. Tho
mmence of this interference and its effect in increasing
he value of C~p at the higher lift coefficient has pro-

tiously been noted.

The propulsive efficiency for CL= —0.04, in which
~ase the naceHe asis was parallel to the relative wind,
vas higher than for the high-speed flight condition,
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FIGURE23.-Vdatbn of propddve efMeney with Made engle. The ZMnch naceka; OA&propelkr Iormbn; Cb WI&ah Ilowfq through wwtlng.
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DRAG AND PROPULSIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF

OVERALL EFFICIENCY

b previously mentioned, neither the nacdle drag

coefficientCD= nor the propukive efikiency T done isa

suf?ikientmeasure of the efficiencyof the conversion of

engine power into the power availabIe for propelling

the airpIane. A propulsion system should be credited

V/nD
-,

Frmrxz 36-Ve,riathn of propnbira eSMency With IIftmdcient. The 10.Mnch
nacelIe& 0.40cpropelIer IomUon: ~, =M”; dr Eowing through cowUng.

AJR-COOLED ENGIN&NAcELLE ~STALL4TIONS

has a matiumdliciency at a somewhat higher

angle than 23%0 and, if the comparison had been

for. this condition, the vahws for the 0.25c and

4

315

blade.
made
0.40C

propeHer loeatione would have been in ~entird agree- _

ment. On the basis of over-alI ef&iencies, it may be

ccincluded that the 0.25c location is most favorable for

LO
I

-’----:-a$4 I

If%’LD
Fmmx Si.-V8rMfon C4propolshe eFSde.my with lift m#Ekient.Thm 10.+hmh

m~=o.=c PmPerlef Iomtlom & !2aJ#; P&aowhw tbmcuh COWIQ.

--

~GUll 8S.-Var&tbnd maximumOV~ d6ChCy withnnceJ14aim. TM ()=
propdk bm~u CG 0.2S;~ apprmimatdy W; air Eowing thmogh mw~.

ody with the &vier awaiIable to pti the airphme
minus the power plant through the air. Values of

maximum over-all efficiency for propeller 1ocation9 at

0.25c are plotted in figure 38 against nacelle size and

an almost linear reIation is shown. It is of impcularxe

to note that, for the nacelle with DN/tU=1.5, only about

two-thirds of the engine power is usefuUy employed.

The variation in maximum over-all efEciency with

Iift coefficient is shown in figure 39 for the 10.4-inch and

the 20-inch naceUes. The over-all efficiency is highest

with the nacelle axis paraHel to the reIative wind

(c.= –0.04) and ~owat at the high-speed Iift coeffi-

cient. The ef6ciencies for the O.%C and 0.40c propeller

locations are similar, with a slightlyhigher efficiency

indicated for the 0.2% location with the smaller
nacelle. The comparison given in f5gure 39 is made for
13=23%”, and is slightly unfair at C.=0.25 to the 20-
inch nacelle with propeIIer at 0.25c. ~s instalkt.ion

Lift COet%ciet-)f, ~

Vmulu SO.-V*tIonM ~um o~-d.I~ * m ~eb.t. VemoOs “t

nacelle anaugemen~ A 2W+”;mwIfng clmscl.

the smd nacelks and that, for the 20-inch nacelles,
the 0.25c and 0.40c propeIIer loeations are of equal merit.

POWER-ON CHAFtACTERISTICS

The effect of propeller operation on the aerodpamic
ehamcteristics of an airplane is primarily dependent on
the amount of thrust delivered by the propellers and,
for a given thrust, is relatively independent of moderate
changes in blade angle, V/nD, propulsive ficiency, and

propeller(&uneter. In order to describe the conditions

of propeller operation, use is made of an index thrust

coefficientthat takes the form

z==;++.

where ~ is the propulsive efficiencyat CL= 0.25 for the
conditions of V/nD and blade angle at which the t~ts
were made. The index thrust coticient has the char-
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acteristics and form of a drag coefilcie~t and is easenti-
ally independent of the combination of V/nD and blade
angle that produces the thrust; it is exactly equal to
the amount of drag that the thrust would. counter-
balance at the standard or index condition and, at ~y
other value of lift coefficient, diilem from the true thrust
cuef%cient only by the variation in propulsive efficiency
between the two conditions.

The effect of propeller operation on the lift .of the
model is shown in figures 40 to 42 for three of the nacelle
installations. Results arc+ given for the flap neutral
and the flap deflected 60°.

For the model with flaps neutral, the effect of the

,.
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FIGUEE40.-EffeotofwOpdlcsopaa.ttononm wefSclentoftlMmodelfarvtins
fndex thrust coedlclmts, The ZU4nchII&wlles;0.40cpropeller Iomtkm.

propeller operation in each case is to increase slightly
the elope of the lift curve and to increase greatly the
maximum lift coefficient. Vtlth the flaps deflected, t$e
slope of the lift curve and the maximum lift coefficient
are not so greatly increased by the propeller operation,
With increasing values of 2’%’, the maximum lift with
flaps retracted approaches that for the flaps-deflected
condition. The large increase in the maximum lift
coefficient between the propeller-removed condition and
the power-on condition with ~%’=0.1 (fig. 40) is due
to the effect of the slipstream m decreasing the wing-
nacdle interference. The maximum lift coefficients
determined with freewheeling propellers were about
the same as those for the propeller+ff condition.

The large increaae in maximum lift due to the pm
peller operation with the small propellem and nacelles
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Fmurm 4&-VnrMion M pitching-moment coe5eient of the model wkh index thrust
mmlictent. The XMneh naeelIs O.* propelk lomtion.
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(fig. 42) is striking. The low testvahw-a of !l!’~’for this

case are due to the lower power input required by the
smell-diameter propellers. It should be pointed out
that the slipstream velocity for 2’%’= 0.1 with the

24-inch propellers ie simiIar to that for T%’=0.3 with

the 39-inch propellers. The wing area immersed in the

slipstream of the smd propellera is onIy about 0.6 as
—

much as for the large propdlers and a corresponding

deorease in sIipst.ream effect wotid normally be ex-

pected. “

The effe@s of the propelIer operation on the pitching-

moment coefhcient, for the various thrust coefficient

and nacelle installations, are shown in &urea 43 to ~.
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Fiomx 45.-Vacie.tionofpkchhg-mommtc&Eeientcdthemodel with Index thrust
mfllckt. The 7-InG+Inades; &l& ~pellef bcatbn.

With the flap neutd, the principaI eflect of the pro-
peller operation.is to change the eIevator angIe required
for baknce. The pitching-moment curves are of
similar shape and, &xcept in the negative angl~f-
attack range, the cur% are similar to the ones that
might be obtained by a shift of the taiI angIe. With .

the flaps deflected, the slope of the pitching-moment
curve is geatly decreased with increasing thrust with
the result . that, for extreme conditions (fig. 43 at
T%’=0.3), instability is indicated over a cmsiderable

_ of M@a of’ attack. The pitching-moment
curves for the 20-inch and the 10.4-inch nacelle in-
stallations, although similar in shqpe and in generaI
characteriatk, are “somewhat different in numerical

.-
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value. The small nacelle inat.datiou, which was
tested with the 24-inchdiametcr propellers, shows
smaller effects of the power on the pitching moment
although, in general, the effecta are similar @ ,those
for the large nacelle.

CONCLUS1ONS

1. The over-all efficiency of propulsion of the four-
engine model at conditions of high-speed flight dc-
creascd linearly from about 77 to 67 percent as the
nacelle diameter was increased from 05 @ 1.5 timw
the wing thickness.

2. Nacelle installations with the propeller located
0.25c ahead of the leading edge wero more efficient than
those having the propeller at the 0.40c Iocation in the
range of ratios of naceIle diameter to wing thickness
from about 0.5 ta 1. For a value of the ratio of nacelle

diametir to wing thickness of 1.5, the 0.25c and the
0.40c propeller locations were of about equal nwrit,
The propulsive efficiencies for small nacell-propeller
installations close to the leadiug edge of a wing weiw

lower than for the 0.25c location.
3. The propulsive efficiency of the 39-inchdia.meter

propeHer was about the same for tests made with the
10.4-inch and the 20-inch nacelles.

4, The values of propulsive efficiency determined

with or without air flowing through the cowling wero
in substantial agreement.

5. The maximum lift-drag ratio of the model was
substantially reduced by nacelles of even very small
ratios of nacelle diameter to wing thickness.

6. The nacelle installations contributed destabilizing
momenta to the airplane that must be considered in
the tail design.

7. The maximum lift coticient of the airphmc with
propeller removed was demeased about 9 pcrcrnt for
the nacelle installation having a value of the ratio of
nacelle diameter to wing thickness of 1.50 and was
slightly increased by small nacelles.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY, -

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMI~EE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., I@ 17, J9W. .
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